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ABSTRACT

The determinants of labor force 'participatiqnand earnings among

women in a developing country are ,.explored. A double selectivity pro

cedure is developed and used to deal with the possible selectivity

problems of (1) who selects into the labor force and (2) who reports

earnings •. A broad definition of human capital which includes health

and nutrition in addition to education and experience is used. Sexual

discrimination is investigated by comparing returns to men and women.

Analysis ts extended to the pluralistic nature of the labor market by

dividing it into sectors--formal, informal, domestic--to analyze

selection into sectors and compare returns to human capital factors

across sectors.

------- ._-_._----_._-



Determinants of Women's Earnings in a Developing Country:
A Double Selectivity Extended Human Capital Approach

In this paper we study the determinants of earnings for adult

women in an urban area of a developing country, and make a number of

contributions. We add to the very limited evidence about the impact

of selectivity bias in estimates for developing countries,l by con-

sidering not only selective labor force participation, but also selec-

tive report of earnings. We use a broader definition of human capital

than often is the case by including health and nutrition in addition

to education and experience. We investigate the possibility of sexual

discrimination. We consider labor market segmentation, which is

widely hypothesized to be a critical feature of developing countries.

Finally, we investigate the impact of varying family statuses and

child care responsibilities on the shadow wage of women, given that

these responsibilities are more frequently fulfilled by adults from

extended families and by older children, and given the greater

possibilities for on-the-job child care in the informal sector of the

labor market than in more developed economies.

This study is part of a large, multiyear, international, inter-

disciplinary project, the purpose of which is to gain better
\

understanding of the social, demographic, and economic role of women

in developing countries. The primary data base is a random sample 6f

4104 women in the developing Central American country of Nicaragua;

they were interviewed tn 1977-1978. This sample is one of the few

available for women in developing countries that includes current and

retrospective integrated economic, demographic, and sociological
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information for all degrees of urbanization in a country.2 It also

includes data on a subsample of matched sisters~ which enables us to

control for childhood and adolescent background better than has been

possible heretofore for large socioeconomic samples from developing

countries. 3

In the present study we focus on 1247 women who reside in Managua.
,

Managua is the capital, and the most commercialized part of the

country; its 500,000 inhabitants constitute almost a quarter of the

country's total population. To explore possible sexual discrimination

we also consider 643 men who live there.

We utilize a statistical model that extends Heckman's l24J treat-

ment of selectivity, and relies on the formulation of the choice pro-

cess as a, t~ichotomy, with selection made sequentially. It enables us

to resort to a computationally tractable, consistent estimation proce-

dure which reduces the problem to the level of simplicity of the

single selection treatment, involving univariate probit analysis and

linear regression. A detailed discussion of the statistical model and

of some alternative estimation procedures can be found in Tunali,

Behrman and Wolfe [34].

We begin by laying out the model, paying particular attention to

the treatment of selectivity. Next, we present empirical results of

the selectivity equation. In Section 2 we discuss empirical results

with additional human capital determinants in the earnings equation.
,
Sexual discrimination is discussed in Section 3. Pluralism as the

breakdown into segmented labor markets is the focus in Section 4.

Family status and 'child care are 'discussed in Section 5. Conclusions
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follow. The essential elements of the statistical methodology are

included in the appendix.

1. DOUBLE SELECTIVITY

We begin with a standard model in which In earnings depend on for-

mal education and linear and quadratic terms in experience. We note

that the employment conditions in urban areas in Latin America such as

the one from which our sample is drawn apparently satisfy at least one

of the assumptions of most models of labor force supply better than do

the conditions in labor markets in the United States: that hours

worked can be adjusted to equate the market wage and the shadow wage

(e.g., Heckman [26]). Casual empiricism suggests that there is much

more flexibility in hours of employment in the labor markets that we

study than is the case for most samples used from the United States

and other developed economies.

Regression 1 in Table 1 is the OLS estimate of this basic In earn-

ings function for the 535 women in our sample who participated in the

labor force and reported earnings. Under the necessary assumptions

for such an interpretation, 4 the es timates imply a fairly high .return

to women's education--13%--and a significantly nonzero linear return

to experience.

However, the estimates in this regression may Huffer from two

types of selectivity bias. First, there is the frequently analyzed

question of labor force participation, or "work inclination." Of the

1247 women in our sample, only 579 participated in the labor force. A

second possible selectivity problem that is generally ignored has to

._--,----" -_._._---------~-------..._--_._--------_.__._----~~-~.._---------------_.-_.~------_._--------------_._._-



Table 1

Various Earnings Functions for Men and Women for Managua, 1917

Sample Education Experience Protein Days III
Always in

Managua

Selection Variables
Labor Force Reporting
Participation Earnings Constant

R2
Sample
Size

1. Women

2. Women

3. Women

4. Hen

5. Women
and Hen

6. Women,
Formal Sector

7. Women,
Informal Sector

8. Women,
Domestics

.13 .04 -.000
(12.8) (2.4) (0.8)

.15 .09 -.002
(13.1 ) (4.5) (2.9)

.14 .09 -.002 .19 -.003
(12.9) (4.5) (2.9) (2.1) (1.9)

.13 .09 -.002 .31 -.003
( 8.9) (3.9) (3.5) (3.9) (1.4)

.15 .10 -.001 .16 -.005
(18.3) (9.0) (6.5) (2.6) (3.1)

.17 .06 -.001 .10 -.002
4.8) (2.5) (1.4) (0.8) (0.6)

.00 .15 -.003 .47 -.004
0.1) (3.3) (2.6) (3.2) (l.6)

-.00 .02 -.000 -.13 .,002
( 0.2) (1.3) (0.2) 0.0) (0.7)

.26
(3.7)

.21
(2.4)

.22
(1.8)

-.14
0.1)

4.58 .23
(45.4) 535

.52 .45 3.17 .26
(3.9) (0.9) 05.8) 535

.54 -.04 3.51 .27
(3.8) (.2) (H.]) 535

2.65 14.03 3.94 .30
(2.6) (l.9) 00.0) 600

.50 -.66 3.89 .37
(4.2) 0.4) (18.4) 1135

.43 -.18 3.75 .25
(2.2) (0.5) ( 7.3) 193

1.12 -.03 2.20 .11
(2.6) (0.1) ( 2.9) 231

.10 -.15 4.87 .08
(1.1) (0.5) (14.8) 111

._------ ----
NOTE: For an extensive description of the data :3ee Behrman, Belli, Gustafson and Wolfe (1979) and Behrman, Gustafson and Wolfe (1980).
The dependent variable is the In of earnings in the previous two weeks in terms of 1977 cordobas (] cordobas equals 1 U.S. dollar).
Education is measured by the highest grade of fOlnnal schooling completed. Experience is actual labor force experience in years (and
not age minus years of schooling minus 6, nor related calculations).Pt(jtein is the percentage of protein requirements by inter
national norms that is satisfied, on the average, per family m~mber by the previous week's diet. Days ill is the number of days missed
from work or from other similar activity since the previous Christmas. All!lays in Managua is a dummy variable, with a" valui! of 1 for
women who have lived all their lives in Managua, and 0 for all others. the selection variables are the inverses of the Hills ratios
for labor force participation and for reporting ,~arnings. respectively, that are discussed in sections 1 and 4 and in the Appendix.
Men is a dummy variable with a value of 1 for men and a value of 0 for women. Absolute values of the t-statistics in parentheses.
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do with "report inclination." Among the 579 women in our sample who

participated in the labor force, only 535 reported earnings. Unless

those reporting earnings constitute a random sample of the labor force

participants, there will be a second source· of bias. 5

To subs tantiate this argument;, cons ider the following system of

equations for the i th individual in our original sample· (we have

dropped the subscript i to avoid notational clutter):

(1)
,

"work inclination"Y1* =!1!.l + U1

(2) Y2*
,

"report inclination"=h!2 + U2

(3)
,

Y3 =Jb!3 + 0'3U3 earnings

Here Xj is a vector of regressors, !j isa vector of unknown

coefficients, j = 1,2,3 and 0'3 an unknown scale parameter. Theresi-

duals U1, U2 and U3 are assumed to have zero mean and covariance

matrix

1

I: = P

p

1

P13

1

Y1 * and Y2* are unobservables determining the subsample for which

observations on earnings are available•. Providing the "work

inclination" of the individual is sufficiently large, he or she will

part icipate in the labor :f;orce. Given that he or she is in the labor

force, earnings will be observed if the individual's "report
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inclination ll is strong enough. Individuals in the labor force may not

report earnings either because they are not employed or because they

elect not to respond to inquiries about earnings in their interview.

Introducing the dichotomous variables Yl and Y2 to indicate the

possible outcomes, this sequential selection process can be summarized

as follows:

"work"

"not work" (4 )

"report" and "work"

"not report" and "work" (5 )

unobserved ,if Yl = 0

We observe Y3 if and only if Y2 = 1, that is if and only if

(6)

Using the above representation, we can write the regression equation

of interest as

E(Y3 I (.7)

Providing E(U3 Y3* > 0, ~2* > P) ::f 0, ordinary least squares

will result in inconsistent parameter estimates, or IIse l ec tivity

bias. 1I Consistent estimation of the parameters of the earnings equa-

tion requires knowledge of the form of the conditional expectation
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E(U3 I Y1 * > 0, Y2* > 0), and hence the conditional distribution of

the error term. This calls for imposing additional structure onto

the model. One such structure is provided by the trivariate normal

specification, as shown in the appendix. This enables us to estimate

the unknown conditional· expectation on the right-hand-side of equation

(7) up to a constant of proportionality, using the sample separation

information. The constant of proportionality and the parameters of

the earnings equation can then be estimated using linear regression.

We assume that the two selection rules are independent in our ana-

lysis (p = 0).6 That is, we assume that the unobserved variables in

the selection rule for labor force participation, such as unobserved

market-rewarded abilities, are not correlated with the desire for pri-

vacy and other unobserved variables in the selection rule for

reporting earnings. In the appendix, we show that when the two selec-

tion rules are independent, the stochastic version of equation (7) has

the form

with W3 as the residual term and

f(!J. '!l)

I-F<"~.l'!l)

f(~'!2)

I-F(!2'!2)

(8)

(9a)

(9b) .

.where fC·) and F(·) denot.e the standardized univariate normal density

and distribution functions respectively. Equations (9a) and (9b) are
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the familiar univariate expressions of the selection literature, which

can be estimated using probit analysis.

In Table 2, probit 1 is a significantly nonzero relation for

selection of women into the labor force. The significantly positive

effect of more education and the significantly negative effect of

other income both are standard results. The other estimates in the

aggregate probit for women's labor force participation indicate corre

lation in labor force experience and effects of nutrition, child care,

and marital status that also are a priori plausible and that we

discuss below in Sections 2 and 5, respectively.

Probit 1 in Table 3 is a significantly nonzero relation for selec

tion on reporting earnings. Determinants include education, the

linear a1il~ quadratic experience term.. s7 and nutritional status--
, l,

positive effects of which probably reflect the fact that those who

have more education, job experience and adequate diet are more likely

to have jobs from which to report earnings (given labor force

participation). However, none of these effects is significantly non

zero at standard levels.

Regression 2 in Table 1 gives the estimates that are obtained when

the two selectivity terms are added to the core regression. The es ti

mates indicate that selection on labor force participation is

significant, but not that on reporting earnings. The latter result

suggests that reporting is random, although it may only ,reflect the

weakness of our probit for the report inclinations. Comparison be

tween regressions 1 and 2 suggests that selectivity bias in regression

1 results in some underes timate of the positive impact of education.



Table 2

Probits for Labor Force Participation or Work Inclination

0) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Women lolomen Women

Women in Formal in Informal in Doniestic
Variables Women Men and Men Sector Sector Sector

-

Education .07 .07 .10 .26 -.07 -.12
(5.4) (2.5) (8.8) 03.2) (4.6) (5.1)

Experienc~ .20 .09 .17 .12 .13 .08
02.6) (4.2) 08 ~ 1) (5.7) (7.6) (3.0)

Experience2 -.005 -.002 :....003 -.004 -.003 -.003
(7.8) (3.7) oi.n (3.8) (4.2) (2.8)

Protein· .46 -.14 .31 -:-.43 .10 1.22
(4.3) (0.6) (3.4) (3.0) (0.9) (7.5)

Medically pr~ventable -.24 -.07 .15
(2.3) (0.8) 0.1)

i

Therapeutically treatable .37 . -.15 -.08
(3.5) 0.5) (0.6)

Other income "':.43 -.15 -.51 -.19 -.12 -1.99
(7.5) (0.9) 00.2) (3.1} (1.6) (8.6)

Children under 5 -.60 .06 -.37 -.48 .10 -1.28
(5.1) (0.3) (3.7) (2.8) (0.8) (4.2)

Home child care .34 -.13 . .22 .29 .09 .• 81
(2.9) (0.6) (2.3) 0.7) (0.7) (2.6)

Single -3.60 4.62 -.48
(0.4) . (0.6) (0.0)

Previously accompanied 2.30 -4.18 4.02
(0.3) (0.6) (0.1)

- -----_..._---- --------- ---~-~-



Table 2--continued

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Women Women Women

Women in Formal in Informal in Domestic
Variable Wome:n Men and¥en Sector Sector Sector

Constant -l.A9 .57 -1.32 -.84 -1.72 -5.58
(i.9) 0.3) (8. i) 0.3) (2.5) (0.4)

2*Ln Likelihood Ratio 418.3 22.4 814.1 3'07.8 190.7 286.9

Sample size 1247 643 1890 1247 1247 1247

No. participants 579 601 1180 203 257 119

NOTE: Medically preventable is a dummy variable, with a value of 1 if the individual ever has had such a
disease and 0 otherwise (so is therapeutically treatable). Other income refers to earnings from other
household members who are working in the labor force, pius all nonearning income (including transfers).
Children under 5 is a dummy vari"able, with a value of 1 if there are children under five and 0 otherwise.
Home child care is a dummy variable, with a value of 1 if other adults (e.g., extended family members) or
children over 14 are available for home child care and 0 otherwise •. ' .Single is a dummy variable with a
'va1ue of 1 if the individual never has bee'naccompanied, and 0 otherwise. Previously accompanied is a
dummy variable with a value of 1 if the individual is not currently accompanied but has been previously
(and currently is separated, divorced, or widowed), and 0 otherwise. Other variables are defined in
Table 1.



Table 3

Probits for Reporting Earnings for Men and Women in Managua, 1977a

- -
0) (2) 0) (4) (5) (6)

Women Women Women
Women in Formal in Informal in Domestic

Variables Women Men and Men Sector Sector Sector
-

Education .04 - .10 .07 .03 -.02 -.06
(1.5) (0.0 (2.8) (0.4) (0.4) (0.5)

Experience .04 -1.70 .03 -.13 .07 .15
(1.3) (0.6) (1.5 ) (1.3) ( 1.6) (0.7)

Experience2 -.002 .029 -.000 .002 -.003 .000
(1.5) (0.4) (0.0 (0.7) (1.8) (0.0)

Protei.n .31 -4.44 .25 .34 .08 i.93
(1.5) (1.0) (1.4) (0.5) (0.2) (2.3)

Days ill .01 .07 ~01

(1.3) (0.4) (1.2)

MedicallypreventabIe .91 -.12 .42
(1.6) (0.5) (0.8)

Therapeutically treatable -.70 -.21 -1.23
(1.6) (0.8) (1.7)

Always in Managua .18 -.24 6.02
(0.4) (1.0) (0.1)

Other income -.03 -1.36 -.13 .13 -.12 -2.16
(0.2) (0.1) (1.3) (0.5) (0.6) (1.5)

Children under 5 .42 5.03 .70 3.90 .50 2.12
(1.3) (0.7) (2.6) (0.0) , (1.3) (0.0)

Home child care -.15 2.90 -.26 .57 -.22 -2.00
(0.5) (0.3) (0.9) (0.0) (0.6) (0.0)



Table 3--continued

Variables

Single

Previously accompanied

Median neighborhood ~ncome

Neighborhood population
density

Age

Number of siblings

Both raisers

Constant

2*Ln Likelihood Ratio

Sample size

Number reporting

(1)

Woml~n

.03
(0.5)

-.00
(1.:2)

.00
(0.1)

.53
(1.1)

17.2

57'9

535

(2)

Men

1.39
(0.1)

.22
(1.5)

.38
(0.7)

14.4
(0.4)

14.0

601

600

(3)

Women
and -Men

.04
(0.5)

-.00
(0.7)

-.01
(0.7)

.73
(1.6)

37.4

1180

1135

(4)
Women

in Formal
Sector

-1.05
(0.0)

-3.05
(0.0)

.00
(0.0)

-.01
(1.4)

.04
(0.9)

-.11
( 1.3)

.06
(0.1)

5.39
(0.0)

28.2

203

193

(5)
Women

~n Informal
Sector

.53
(0.0)

-2.83
(0.1)

.67
(1.0)

.00
(0.1)

.01
(0.4)

-.11
(2.9)

.26
(1.0)

3.07
(0.1)

20.1

257

231

(6)
Women

in Domestic
Sector

33.09
(0.1)

-4.55
(0.0)

.09
(0.8)

.00
(0.2)

-.07
(1.4)

-.08
(1.0)

1.23
(1.8)

-28.8
(0.0

24.4

119

111

aThe first 13 variables are defined in Tables 1 and 2 above. The additional neighborhood and family
background variables generally are self-explanatory. Bothrai§ers is a dummy variable with a value of 1
if the individual had two adult raisers (e.g., father and mother or some combination of parents, step
parents, other adults) during childhood and 0 otherwise.
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and of experience--particularly the initial years of experience--on

women's earnings.

2. ADDITIONAL HUMAN CAPITAL DETERMINANTS: HEALTH,· NUTRITION ~

AND ~GRATORY STATUS

The literature for the developed countries heavily emphasizes

human capital investments in education and experience in the determi-

nation of earnings. For the developing countries, however, emphasis

has been equally great on other factors, particularly on health,

nutrition and migratory status. Leibenstein [29] and many others have

posited that poor health and nutrition status cause low productivity

and low earnings for many in the developing countries. 8 Migration is

often viewed as a, form of investment in order to obtain higher wages

(e.g., Harris and Todaro .[23]).

To our basic double selection In earnings model, we add variables

that represent; health status (days ill) and nutrition status (family

protein intake per capita). We do not investigate in this paper the

returns to migration (see Behrman and Wolfe. [17]), but we do see if

the earnings function shifts for women who have always been in

Managua. A priori, we might expect such women to receive higher earn-

ings, ceteris paribus, than immigrants because they have better con--

nections with a labor market in which personal contacts are very

important.

Regression 3 in Table I gives the .resulting estimates •.

Protein input has a significantly positive impact on women's earnings,

just as on their labor force participation and their reporting of

earnings. Clearly, this dimension of nutrition seems to be important

----- --~~- --------- ----~---.-------------------------------- ----- -- -- - --- - -- ---~-
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through several channels. The estimated coefficient for illness is

negative~ as expected, but not quite significantly nonzero at standard

levels • Finally, those women who have always lived in Managua have a

significant earnings increment, presumably either for the reasons that

we discuss above or because this variable represents a background of

higher socioeconomic status. Thus these estimates support the incor

poration of a wider spectrumof'-human capital for the developing

countries than is often done for the developed ones.

3. SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION

A number of observers have claimed that sexual discrimination is

rampant iii, labor markets ofdevelopiirgcouniries (see Burvini~ [21]) Ii

We explore this question by estimating our extended double selection

In earnings model for men (Table I, regression 4) and for women and

men ~ombined (Table 1, regression 5; the variable for always living in

Managua is not available for men and is excluded).

A variable-by-variable comparison across regressions 3, 4, and 5

suggests some interesting possibilities. The returns to education, if

anything, appear to be higher for women than for men--perhaps because

relatively few women have much education and labor markets are

somewhat segmented by sex. For nutrition; the returns are higher for

men. The pattern of the coefficient estimates for family protein

intake per capita may reflect that the men tend to have jobs in which

there is more pay-off' to strength, or that they obtain a better than

average share of the household food, a common pattern in traditional

societies. 9 Also' of some interest is the fact that selectivity in
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terms of labor force participation apparently is important for men as

well as for women. 10

To test for differences between earnings functions for men and

women we conducted F tests for the set of variables in regression

4,11 and found that there is indeed a highly significant difference.

We conclude, therefore, that there is significant evidence consistent

with discrimination against women in the form of lower In earnings,

which results in proportionately lower returns to education,

experience, health status and nutrition inputs for women than for men.

4. PLURALISM

A long-acknowledged characteristic of many markets in developing

countries is fragmentation, or pluralism. Systematic treatment of

such pluralism dates back at least to Lewis's [30] seminal article on

dualism.

For our study we divided the Managuan labor market into three

sectors: (1) a formal sector, in which there are implicit or explicit

ongoing wage contracts, usually defined working hours, often explicit

formal fringe benefits such as social security, and often large-scale

employers; (2) an informal sector, in which there are no contracts nor

benefits like social security; here the production units are usually

small, and often operate out of the home,- on the streets, in open

markets, or in other transitory quarters, frequently with many family

workers; (3) a domestic sector, in which women work in households at

domestic tasks, often receiving room and almost always board as part

of their payment.

------------------------
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In our sample we have 203 women who are in the formal sector, 257

in the informal sector, and 119 in the domestic sector. We are

interested in what determines selection into a particular sector and

whether or not the returns to various human capital variables differ

across sectors. We estimate our extended double selection model for

each of these groups, redefining the first selection to refer to selec-

tion into a particular sector inst~~d of into the undifferentiated

labor force. Probits 4,5, and 6 in Table 2 refer to this selection.

Probits 4,5 and 6 in Table 3 refer to the inclination to report earn-

ings in the three sectors, respectively. Regressions 6,7, and 8 in

Table 1 are the estimated double-selection In earnings functions for

the three sectors.

E~a11lination of these relations leads·· to, th'e 'conclusion that there
.0&-

are significant differences among the three sectors. In general, the

double-selection In earnings function is substantially more consistent

(using the adjusted R2) with variance in In earnings in the relatively

commercialized formal sector than in the other two, and somewhat more

consistent with in earnings variance in the informal sector than for

domestics.

On a variable-by-variable basis there are some interesting pat-

terns. Average education ranges from 7.5 years for women in the for-

mal sector to about 3.6 years for women in the informal and domestic

sectors. More education increases the probability that a woman is in

the formal sector--as opposed to being out of the paid labor force;

informal sector and domestic employment are less likely than nonpar-

ticipation for the more educated. The returns to education. in terms

of earnings are also much higher in the formal sector than in the
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other two--and, in fact, are not significantly nonzero for the infor

mal and domestic sectors.

Labor force experience varies from an average of 10 or· 11 years

for women in the domestic and formal sectors to over 17 for those in

the informal sector. The combination of the linear and quadratic

labor force experience terms increases the probability of labor force

participation in one of these three sectors as opposed to being out of

the labor force. Among the three sectors, greater experience points

toward a lower probability of being a domestic. In terms of earnings,

the highest returns to experience are in the informal sector with the

formal sector next, but there is no significantly nonzero effect for

domestics.

A better nutritional state, as represented by family protein

intake per capita, appears to lead to higher probability of selection

into the domestic sector and· out of the formal sector, as opposed

either to nonparticipation in the labor force or participation in the

informal sector•. This result is at first glance somewhat surprising;

it is explained in part by simultaneity or reverse causality for

domestics, who have relatively good diets because they receive board

in the· generally higher-income households in which they work. For

them, for example, the average protein index is 18% above the average

for the other two sectors. In terms of In earningr. the returns to

nutrition are significantly positive only for the informal sector.

This is probably because domestics tend to receive relatively good

diets, :as· we note above, and formal sector workers tend to be well

enough off to be above the threshold of gross malnourishment.
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The health variables appear to have somewhat of a differential

impact across sectors. Having had a disease that is preventable by

medical measures (e. g., vaccination) reduces the probability of being

in formal sector employment, as opposed to being out of the labor

force or in the domestic· sector. Those who report having had a

disease that is therapeutically treatable (e.g., high blood pressure)

are more likely to be in the formal sector, as opposed to being a

domes t ic in the informa I sec tor, or ou t of the labor force. We expec t

that this pattern does not directly reflect selectivity among the sec

tors so much as differential knowledge regarding the identification of

therapeutically treatable diseases--knowledge in part acquired in paid

or unpaid work activity. Coworkers and employers in the formal sector

are likely to be better informed than are those in the other sectors.

However, none of these disease categories nor a measure of days ill

have significantly nonzero coefficient estimates in the sectoral In

earnings functions (the negative coefficient for days ill for the

informal sector is closest).

Half of the women in the formal sector and 45% of those in the

informal sector, but only 16% in the domestic sector, have always

lived in Managua. The domestic sector, thus, is dominated by

immigrants from smaller urban and rural areas. Always having been in

Managua has a significantly positive coefficient estimate only in the

In earnings function for the formal sector (and one about as large,

but not quite significant, for the informal sector). The returns for

knowledge of the local labor market network (or having experience of

"h igher quali ty" in Managua), there fore, appear to be greates t for the

most formal sector. The former may seem to be somewhat surprising, if
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one believes that recruitment on the basis of quality rather than on

the basis of connections tends to become more important in more modern

sectors.

The migration results may reflect higher quality experience of

those in the formal sector who always worked in Managua. It may also

reflect the greater availability of rents in the formal versus infor

mal sector, which may be distributed in the form of earnings. .Krueger

[28] argues that such rents are quite important in developing

countries. It seems plausible that they may be more concentrated in

the formal sector in which education requirements, union membership,

and other barriers to entry are much more likely to be effective.

In the double selection In earnings functions for all three

sectors, selection terms have significantly nonzero coefficient esti

mates only for labor force participation in the formal and informal

sectors.

Thus we find some interesting patterns across the sectors.

Returns to education and to always having been in Managua are signifi

cant only in the formal sector. Returns to experience are significant

in both the formal and informal sectors. Improved nutrition increases

productivity and earnings primarily in the informal sector. Domestics

are primarily migrants from other parts of the c9untry. Some of these

factors also affect the selection into particular sectors, as do

family and child care status. To these we now turn.

5. FAMILY STATUS AND CHILD CARE

The literature on women's labor supply for developed economies

places great emphasis on the opportunity costs of married women in
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terms of household production, particularly where child care respon

sibilities are involved. A priori, such considerations would seem to

need modification for developing countries, because conditions differ.

The presence of other adults in extended families, of older children.,

and of domestic employees means that the opportunity costs well may be

less. There would, however, seem to be significant differences among

sectors, in that on-the-job child care is often a possibility in the

informal sector, but not in the formal sector. Moreover many

domestics sleep at their employer's, and are allowed to keep neither

their companions nor any or more than one or two of their 'children

with them. For these domestics, the opportunity costs of employment

in terms of child care and family interaction may be quite high.

Finally, ~ny families are so poor that women may participate in the

labor force no matter what the opportunity costs are in terms of child

care, in hopes of keeping the family out of extreme poverty.

The probits on labor force participation in Table 2 shed some

light on these issues. Probits 1 and 2 refer respectively to women

and to men. The presence of children under 5 significantly reduces

the probability of women participating in the labor force, and the pre

sence of home child care alternatives in the form of other adults or

olde~ children significantly increases this probability. Neither of

these factors has a significantly nonzero impact on the labor force

participation of men. Thus this aggregate pattern is similar to that

found for women and men in more developed countries, although home

child care is more widely available from other adults in extended

families and from older children.
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Probits 4, 5 and 6 refer to women's labor force participation in

formal, informal, and domestic sectors, respectively. These disaggre

gate relations have several interesting features related to family

status and child care. The presence of children under 5 particularly

lowers the .probability of participating in the domestic sector, as we

expected; it also lowers the probability of participating in the for

mal sector because child care provisions are absent, and it is

impossible to combine work and on-the-job child care in that sector.

In contrast, the impact is not significantly nonzero for participation

in the informal sector, also as we expected. For the same reasons,

the impact of home child care is different across the three sectors;

the largest impact is in the domestic sector and the smallest in the

informal sector.

Similar considerations might seem to underlie the impact of mari

tal stat~s. But none of the marital status variables have signifi-

. cantly nonzero coefficient estimates. However, having higher income

from a companion (or from other sources) greatly reduces the probabi

lity of participation in the domestic sector and somewhat reduces that

of participation in the formal sector, since it lessens the need. for

additional income.

Thus the standard child care and marital status effects on the

labor force participation of women are modified by considering the

different options among the three sectors, and by the more common

possibility of extreme poverty.

I
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6. CONCLUSION

We have gained many insights into the factors determining labor

force participation and In earnings for women in the major metropoli

tan area of a developing country. We have considered the possibility

of double selectivity for In earnings estimates. Selectivity in

regard to labor force participation may be important, but that in

reporting earnings is generally not.

We have extended the standard human capital considerations to

include factors beyond formal education and experience. Nutritional

intake, especially of protein, has significantly positive effects on

earnings of both men and women in the aggregate, although it is

somewhat larger for the former. Health has a more marginal negative

impact on women's and men's earnings. These results suggest that poor

nutrition and health lower productivities and earnings for many adults

in our sample. Programs that led to better diets for the poorer mem

bers of the society, therefore, would have some pay-off in terms of

increased productivities and greater equalization in the distribution

of earnings.

We have explored the possibility of sexual discrimination and have

found that women receive significantly lower returns from the various

human capital investments than do men.

We have found evidence that· the presence of small children has a

negativ~ impact on the probability of labor participation of women,

but not of men. However, this effect is offset in many more house

holds than is the case in developing countries by the presence of

other adults in extended families or of older children who ·fulfill

home child care responsibilities.
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Many of these effects are illuminated or modified, finally, by

consideration of the pluralistic nature of the labor market. The

returns to women's education are large for selection into and earnings

in the formal sector, but not elsewhere. Knowledge of a local labor

market network may also be rewarded more in that sector. The returns

to experience also are significant in the formal sector, but are even

larger in the informal sector. The returns to better nutritional (and

perhaps health) status are greatest in the informal sector, since

women in the formal sector tend to have above-minimal nutritional

levels and health standards owing to higher family incomes, and those

in the domestic sector tend to be above such standards owing to food

and care provided by their employers. Extreme poverty, in the form of

low income from other sources, tends to drive poorer women to par

ticipate in the domestic sector. Child care needs and the lack of

home child care alternatives lead to selection out of the labor force,

but particularly out of the formal and domestic sectors, since on-the

job child care is generally a possibility in the informal sector.

In developing countries, women playa large role in determining

the current income distribution and in shaping the conditions under

which the next generation is being raised. Even leaving as ide

questions of efficiency, productivity, and equality of opportunity for

the present generation, therefore, in casting light on the factors

that may affect their labor force participation and their earnings, we

are providing information that is directly relevant to a critical

policy area.
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APPENDIX

In this appendix, the problem of estimation under two sample

selection rules is tackled within a missing data framework, with the

truncated normal distribution providing the distributional

specification. Our approach is based on an extension of Heckman's

[24] model and relies on the formulation of the choice process as a

trichotomy, with selection made sequentially. The qualitative struc

ture of our model generalizes Amemiya's [2] univariate sequential

unordered normal model by accounting for possible dependence between

the two selection rules. Catsiapis and Robinson [22] treat the

problem in essentially the same manner, and arrive at our constrained

model through a direct extension of Heckmanis two-step procedure.

Poirier [32] analyzes a slightly different two-selection problem,

where two individuals facing the ~ame choice set arrive at separate,

possibly interrelated, but individually unobservable decisions, the

joint outcome of which takes the form of a dichotomous observable

variable.

We begin by reproducing the model in the text. For the

i th individual in our original sample we have:

,Yl* = ~l'Xl + U1

Y2* =b'.!2 + U2

"work inclination",

"report inc1ination"

(AI)

(A2)

(A3)
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where Xj is a vector of regressors, !j is a vector of unknown coef

ficients and <13 denotes a scale parameter. The res iduals are assumed

to be normally distributed with zero mean and covariance matrix

to estimate the parameters of equation (3),

with the unobservable continuous random variables YI* and YZ* deter

mining the subsample (or selecting individuals) for which complete

observations satisfying equation (A3) are available. -Using the dicho

tomous variables YI and YZ to indicate the outcome of the selection

processes in equations (AI) and (AZ), we can classify the individuals

in the original sample as follows:

I if YI* > 0 "work"

"not work"o if YI* ~ 0

I if YZ* > 0 and YI = i

o if YZ* ~ 0 and YI = I

unobserved if Yl = 0

(A4)

"report" and "work"

"not report" -and "work" (.AS)

We obs,erve earnings (Y3) if and only if YZ = 1, that is if and only if:

I~-----
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Under selection rules (A4) and (A5) , the probability Pj that the

i th individual will fall into the jth subsample is given by:

, ,
PI = Pr(YI = 0) = Pr(Y! .. 0) = Pr(UI .. - .!~.1!1) =l-F(!IX1) (An

P2 = Pr(Y2 = 0) = Pr(Y! > 0, Y~ .. 0)

P3 = Pr(Y2 = 1) = pr(Y! > 0, Y~ > 0)

(A8)

, I

= G(!I Xl' -8 2x2 i p)

(A9)

, ,
= Gi!l X 2..2!2X p)

where·F(O) and ,G(o) denote the standardized tlnivariate and bivariat~

normal diStribution functions resp~ctivelyo Note that the par-

titioning of the original sampl~ is indeed complete:

3
1: P,. =

j=l J

, " "
1 - F(!lX1 ) + G(~lX1' -82X2 ; p) + G(!lX1 , !2X2; p)

Equations (An and (A8) contain all available information for the

individuals who do not work and for the individuals who work but do

not report, while as for individuals who work and report', in addition

to (A9) , the dependent variable Y3' earnings is observed<o Under our

trivariate normal specification, the probability density function for

Y':l is given by:
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where h(·) denotes the trivariate density for U, and P3 is defined in

(A9).Denoting the subsample of those who do not work by 81' those

who wotkbut do not report by 8
2

and those who work and . report by 8
3

,

.the·likelihood function for the entire sample has the form

L= n[l
81

(Ala)

where

The complicated nature of the likelihood function and the large number

of parameters to be estimated make the full information procedure

extremely difficult. With this in m1nd, we now turn to a com~

putationally simpler two-step procedure in the spirit of Heckman '[24'r>

The sequential selection process partitions the original random

'sample into three mutually exclusive nonrandom subsamples, containing

those with Y
l

= a, those with Y
Z

= a, and those with Y
2

= 1. Since

S3 consists of individuals for whom Y
3

is observed, the regression

equation of interest may be written as:

,
= 1) =_8')X

3
+ a (u I y ~ 1)

~ 3 j 2

---------------- -------

(All)
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Hence, providing E(U3 I y1* > 0, Y2* > 0):1= 0, ordinary leas t

squares will result in inconsistent parameter estimates, or

"selectivity bias." We utilize the normality assumption to rewrite

the conditional expectation on the right hand side (cf. [27], pp. 86-87)

as:

where C, = -13 ~X,' j = 1,2 and
J -J-J

p" - P'kP'k_ 1.J ,1. J
p .. ·k - . 2. 2 lf2·

1.J [(l-P'k)(l-p'k)]
1. J

(A12)

(Al3)

The two expectations on the right hand side of equation (A12) may in

turn be expressed as (c.f. [33], p. 406)

£1 • E(U1/U1 > C1, U2 > C2) • ;3~(C2)[I-F(C!)l + Pf(Cl)[I-F(C~)l}

E2 • E(U2IU1 > Cl' U2 > C2) a ;3 e(Cl)[l-F(C~)1+ Pf(C2)[1-F(C!) l} (AlA)

where

,C
t

- pC2
C* .. 2 ~' .1 [1 _ p ]

C2 - pCl
c* • 2 ~ •2 [1 _ p ]




